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Abstract: In order to have a brief insight into the process of business data analysis for the 

big mart’s product and through which to find out the inner logic about data analysis. This 

research did a brief research based on the big mart sales dataset from Kaggle. The data are 

collected in 2013 for 1559 products across 10 stores in different cities. This research aims to 

build a predictive model and forecast the sales of each product at the specific stores and 

then try to understand the properties of products and outlets which play a key role in 

increasing sales. After using some basic analysis methods based on python, the author gets 

the distribution outcome of a big mart’s product and creates five simple models to predict 

the final outlet-sales and find out the most performed model using MAE criteria. The 

outcome shows that finally the XGB Regressor model performed best and for the real 

business, it is the most suitable selection. 
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1. Introduction 

Among all the marketing practices, it is important to have a specific prediction of the future sales. 

Which can lead the organizations or companies allocate the suitable resources to its various 

departments to prepare for the future sales.  

The accuracy of the prediction of future sales affects a lot to the business outcomes. And as the 

markets nowadays are becoming more and more complex and changeable, the task of prediction 

becomes more complicated. So, this research must research or learn more about the process of 

business analysis to improve the theory about increasing the accuracy of sales prediction.  

There are a lot of research here talking about the sales prediction and give us a number of 

inspirations containing create different kinds of models, creation of new variables, new methods of 

finding the relations of different variables and so on. Here are some related research that gives this 

article some experience about the business prediction, covering Bayesian estimation of the 

generalized bass model [1], regression model for predicting weather impact on high-volume low-

margin retail products [2], periodic grey model for automobile prediction [3], censored demand 

prediction by machine learning [4], sales predictive algorithms base on ANN [5], for Andres’ study, 

Bass model-based Bayesian estimation model, Andres proposed a Bayesian estimation of the 

general Bass model to predict product sales based on historical data of single product or similar 

products (pre-launch forecast), from this research, it achieves the prediction for new product 

without any historical sales data by analogy. Gylian in his article set a connection between the long-
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term forecasting model and the short-term forecasting model. Lixiong Gong in his research 

improves the linear regression model to achieve the prediction to the nonlinear problems, which all 

give this research a lot of insights. 

But the current research still exist some problems, sometimes they face Inaccurate peak 

prediction due to neglect of peak-to-peak interactions, current research still doesn’t know how to 

capture appropriate influencing factors as model input. And about the models’ descriptions there 

still need more studies. 

As there still have these kinds of problems this research mentioned above, this research analyzes 

the process of big mart’s sales prediction to organize the whole logic of prediction through 

historical data. This research first downloads the dataset of big mart, did data cleaning and 

organizes its variables’ distributions. Then the research does some feature engineering practices and 

selects some important features. Finally, it creates five simple models to predict the outlet-sales and 

use the MAR measure to measure each models’ performances. 

2. Data Description 

The big mart data set is collected by scientists in mart for 1559 products among 10 various stores in 

different cities. 

The dataset has 11 columns and 11 fields, founded 2 years ago. And it should be noted that data 

may have missing values, as some stores may not report all data due to some practical problems. 

The data set provides product details and output information for purchased products with their 

selling value divided into a train set (8523) and a test set (5681) (See Table 1). 

Table 1: Some information about the datasets. 
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Table 1: (continued). 
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3. Correlation Matrix 

A correlation matrix is just an array that shows the correlation coefficients for various variables. 

The matrix puts the relationship among all possible value pairs into an array. It is a useful and 

important tool for summarizing an extensive dataset and for identifying and visualizing patterns in 

the data [6].  

Correlation matrix plays a very important role in analyzing various different variables’ 

relationship and classifying the connections between all these variables. A correlation matrix is a 

chart or an array. This research can simply apply a correlation table in excel. And the coefficient 

between these two variables can be applied for the latter analysis. 

4. Feature Selection 

The feature selection methods contain two types: Filter type, Wrapper type. 

4.1. Filter 

For Filter method, as its name shown, it is more like a filter that this research put all the valuable 

features into the filter machine, this research set specific criteria for the filter, finally this research 

gets the appropriate features this research need. 

Based on the attributes of the features, such as feature variance and feature relevance to the 

response, the filter type feature selection method assigns a value to each feature's importance. As 

part of a data preprocessing procedure, you choose significant features, and then you train a model 

using those chosen features [7]. 

In this article, this research uses a specific filter method called KS & Churn Detection Rate 

Univariate Filter. This research set criteria that the features whose KS score and CDR score above 

0.1 should be selected. 

4.2. Wrapper  

For the wrapper method, it just combines different variables into different sets and check which sets’ 

accuracy is the highest. Then select the most appropriate set. 

A selection criterion is used by the wrapper type feature selection method to add or delete 

features once training is completed using a subset of features. The addition or removal of a feature 

alters the performance of the model, and this is directly measured by the selection criterion. A 

model is trained and improved repeatedly by the algorithm until its halting requirements are met [7]. 

In this article, this research will use Stepwise selection wrapper. There are two types of stepwise 

selection methods: one is called forward stepwise selection and the other is backward stepwise 

selection. 
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For the forward stepwise selection, this research just puts the variables one by one into the set 

and calculates the accuracy, every time this research put in the variables, this research selects the 

highest accuracy variables. Finally, will get all the features this research wants. 

For the backward stepwise selection, the process is as similar as the forward stepwise selection, 

but this research just picks all the features in and eliminates the features on by one, calculate the 

accuracy and pick the best set. 

5. EDA  

EDA’s full name: explore data analysis. The author classifies each item’s amount, percentage, mean 

standard and others to gain the distribution of each single item’s property. 

After some basic data operating, the author gains the outcome of each item (See Fig. 1 and Fig. 

2).  

Figure 1: Item-weight distribution. 

  

Figure 2: Establishment year distribution. 

Here are some examples of the item’s distribution.  
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From the above Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, the amounts of customers attaining the highest when the item 

weight are between 7 and 9 units. And every kind of different weighted product can be acceptable 

by customers, that seems the weight of product affect not that much to the customer’s decisions. 

For the Outlet establishment year, that distribution seems not that normal, people are willing to 

buy the product established in 1985 or in 1999. And product established during 1990 to 1997 seems 

not that acceptable by customers. 

Other to the distributions, for this case, the author will do some basic plots showing the relations 

between different variables. the plots under just shows the relations between MRP and the outlet 

sales (See Fig. 3). 

 

Figure 3: MRP and outlet-sales plot. 

6. Feature Engineering  

As to the process of feature engineering, firstly the author applies correlation matrix to the various 

variables, then find the connection between different properties and the degree of relations (See Fig. 

4).  
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Figure 4: Correlation matrix. 

For this case, this research does not have such many features and the matrix will be not that 

complex. 

7. Feature Selection 

The process of Feature selection is an important part in this article, through the process of feature 

selection, finally this research will find which factor of product mostly affect people’s decisions to 

choose. 

By means of the use of only a portion of the measured characteristics (predictor variables), 

Feature selection diminishes data dimensionality. Subject to limitations such as necessary or 

excluded characteristics and subset size, feature selection algorithms seek a subset of predictors that 

model the best observed responses. Better predictive performance, faster and cheaper predictors are 

the main benefits of choosing features. Even when all features are relevant and provide information 

on response variables, the use of too many features can reduce forecast performance [7]. 

When applying the feature selection method, this research should be careful, as when this 

research eliminates an important feature, this research lose accuracy. But if this research adds an 

unrelated feature, this research cost a lot to predict the outcome. 

7.1. KS & Churn Detection Rate Univariate Filter 

KS & Churn Detection Rate Univariate Filter is a kind of filter method this research has talked 

above, for this process, the author just collects the KS score and other scores and then calculate the 

average. Using the special algorithm, the author sets a standard for the features’ scores then finally 

gets the features this research wants. 

An example of this kind of method’s outcomes just like this in Table 2. 
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Table 2: Results of KS & Churn Detection Rate Univariate Filter. 

 KS CDR AVG 

tenure 0.360059 0.541806 0.450932 

Payment Method-tgt 0.318056 0.478261 0.398159 

Non-protection 0.279265 0.428094 0.353680 

Total Charges 0.223624 0.460870 0.342247 

Monthly Charges 0.249647 0.371906 0.310776 

Online security-tgt 0.390709 0.149833 0.270271 

Tech support-tgt 0.386713 0.143813 0.261978 

7.2. Stepwise Selection Wrapper 

Then, after doing the filter process, the author applies the stepwise selection wrapper to the selected 

features. Using the machine learning algorithm, the author calculates different feature’s sets and 

select the most suitable set that have the highest accuracy. 

Then after doing all the process of feature selection, this research still has to test if our outcomes 

or our methods are correct. 

This research distributes the total data into two sets, one train data and test data, this research use 

train data to apply the methods to it and create the model, and this research use the test data to 

calculate the accuracy and determine whether the outcome is correct. 

7.3. Testing Data  

Once you have built your machine learning model (based on your training data), you have to find 

invisible data to test your model. These data are called test data, you have the right to take use of 

them to measure the performance of the models and progression of the training of your 

mathematical process and adjust or optimize it to improve the outcomes [8].  

8. Modeling 

Machine learning models are the backbone of innovation in all areas of retail funding. 

Machine learning models are foundational in all areas, from fundamental science to marketing, 

funding, retail and more. Nowadays, few industries are sheltered from the machine learning 

revolution, which has changed not only the way businesses operate, but its total development 

process. 

Machine learning models are created based on the machine learning foundations, which are 

formed with tagged, unlabeled or blended data. Every kind of machine learning algorithm is tailored 

for its own specific purpose, such as recognition or predictive modelling, so that data scientists use 

special needed algorithms as the basis for different models. When data is captured by a special 

mathematical process, it is modified to better handle a specific task and becomes a machine learning 

model [9,10]. 

As to the modeling, finally the author implements 5 models: linear regression model, Random 

Forest Regressor model, K Neighbors Regressor model, Gradient Boosting Regressor model, XGB 

Regressor model. 

Using the MAE standard to measure the performance of the models, finally will find the final 

suitable model for prediction of the outlet-sales (See Table 3).  
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Table 3: Model Comparison. 

model MAE outcome 

Linear Regression model 857.2215 

Random Forest Regression model 808.5536 

K Neighbors Regressor model 826.7566 

Gradient Boosting Regressor model 784.4336 

XGB Regressor model 752.6979 

 

As MAE is the mean absolute error, the most suitable model should be the lowest value. So, the 

XGB Regressor model is the most suitable one.  

9. Conclusion 

After doing all this machine learning methods and operations to analyze the big mart data. The 

feature that affects customers’ decisions most is the Outlet Type Grocery Store. The big mart and 

single outlet owners should focus on the type of the grocery more. Item MRP is a significant factor 

that affect the amounts of sales, it is easy to understand as customers cares the price of the product 

more. Outlet years also can be seen as an important factor to affect customers’ decisions. What’s 

more, when predicting the outlet sales, XGB Regressor are recognized as the most suitable one 

from this article using MAE standard to measure the performance of the models. 
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